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MEltOMORPBTC CLOSE-To-STAR FUNCTIONS

O.P. AHUJA AND M.L. MOGRA

1. Introduction·

In .[4J, Reade introduced the class of close-to-star functions. A function
co

f(z)=z+I::a"z", analytic in the unit disk E(lzl<I), is said to be close-
.=2

co

to-star if there exists a starlike function g(z) =z+ I:: b"z" for z in E such
.=2

that the condition

(I. 1) Re{ f(z) }>O
g(z)

holds for all z in E.
Let Eo be the set of complex numbers z for which 0< Iz I<1. A function

co

g(z) =1/z+ I:: b"z", analytic in Eo, is called meromorphic starlike function
a=O

of order r, gEI* (r), if

(1. 2) Re{ zg'(z) }<r (zEE)
g(z)

holds for some r (0 =:; r<I). These functions and some of its consequences
are discussed in [3J.

Motivated by Reade [4J, Padmanabhan [2J has defined the class 'F(a)'
of meromorphic close-ta-star functions of order a(O=:;a<I). A function

co

f(z) =1/z+ I:: a"z", analytic in Eo. is in the class F(a) if there exists a
.=0

meromorphic starlike function gEI* (0) such that

(1. 3) Re {~~:~ }>a
holds for some a(O::::;a<l) and for all z in E. Here we introduce the
concept of 'type' in the class of meromorphic close-ta-star functions of
order a.

A function

(1. 4)
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analytic in the punctured disk Eo= {z : 0< Iz I<1} , is said to be a
meromorphic close~to-star of order a and type [3,fEr(a, [3), if there exists
a meromorphic starlike function gEZ* (0) such that the condition

(1. 5) I (f(z) 1g (z) -1) 1 {2[3 (f(z) / g (z) -a) - (f(z) 1g (z) -I)} 1<1

holds for some a, [3(O~a<l, 0<[3~1) and for all z in E. Denote by
rr(a, [3), O~a<l, 0<[3~1,· O~r<l, the family of functions f given by
(1. 4) which are analytic in Eo together with some g E Z* (r) satisfy the
condition (1. 5) for all z in E. Evidently rO(a, [3)-r(a, 13) and rO(a, 1)=
rea).

For some suitable values of the parameters a and [3, our class rr(a, [3)
gives rise to many· new subclasses of meromorphic close-to-star functions;
for example

(1.6) rra,fi={fEN*: I (f(z)lg(z)-l)/(f(z)lg(z)+1-2a) I
<[3, gEZ*(r), O~a<l, 0<[3~1, zEE},

(1. 7) Ar(a) = {fEN*: If(z)lg(z) -l!(2a) I<1/(2a), gEZ*(r),
O~a<l, zEE},

(1. 8) Gr(o) = {fEN* : If(z) 1g(z) -01<0, gEZ*(r), 0>1/2, zEE},

where N* denotes the class of functions f of the form (1. 4) that are
analytic in the punctured disk Eo. We remark that rra,fi rr«I-[3+2a[3)1
(1+[3), (1+[3)/2), Ar(a)_rr(o, I-a) and Gr(o)_rr(o, (20-1)/(20».

In this paper, we are interested mainly in the determination of the radii
of starlikeness for the functions in the class rr(a, [3).

2. Radii of starIikeness of rT (a, [3)

Let B denote the class of analytic functions m in E which satisfy the
conditions (i) m(O) =0 and (ii) Im(z) I<1 for z in E.

THEOREM 1. Let fErr(a, [3), with gEZ*(r). Then for Izl =r, O<r<l,
we have

where s=2[3-1,

1+lr + s+t _ 2(1-str2
)

1+r s-t (s-t) (1-r2)

+ 2.v (l-s) (l-t) (1 +sr2) (1 +tr2)

(s-t) (1-r2)

Rl~R2

R 1 2R2
1+lr (s-t)r
1+r (l-sr) (l-tr) ,

t=2a[3-1, 1=2r-l, -l~t<s<l, -1~1<1 and

R 2_ (l-t) (1+tr2) 1-tr
1 - (l-s) (1 +sr2) , R 2= l-sr

Re{- zf'(z) } 2
fez)

(2. 1)



(2.3)
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Furthermore, for s=l, -l::;:t<l, -1::;:1<1 and Izl =r, O<r<l, we have

(2.2) Re{- zf'(z)}> 1-(2-l)r+((2t-1)-(1+t)1)r2 +t1r3

fez) - (l-tr)(1-r2)

The bounds £n (2. 1) and (2. 2) are sharp.

Proof. Let fE Fr (a, f3); then there exists a function g (z) = 1/z+ i: b"z" E
n=O

2:* (r) such that fig satisfies the inequality (1. 5) for some a, f3 (0::;: a<l,
0<f3::;: 1) and for all z in E. Therefore by an application of Schwarz's
lemma

fez) _ 1+tUJ(z)
g(z) - 1+sUJ(z) ,

where s=2f3-1, t=2ap-l and UJEB. Taking the logarithmic derivatives
of (2. 3) and then equating the real parts we get

( ) R {
zf'(z)} -R { Zg'(z)} , ( )R { zUJ'(z) }

2.4 e - fez) - e - g(z) -r s-t e (1+sUJ(z»(l+tUJ(z»·

An application of Caratheodory's inequality [1].

I1" (z) I::;: 1 - Il' (z) 12
_

1-lz12
yields

(2.5) IZUJ'(z)-UJ(z)l::;: IZI~-=-II~f~)12, UJ(z)=z1'(z)EB, zEE.

Applying (2.5) to the second term of the right hand side of (2. 4), we
find that

(2.6) Re {- z;~z~) } ~ Re {- z;~~) } - s~t Re {sP(z) + P(z) - (s+t)}

_ r2 Isp(z) -tI 2 -11-p(z) 1 2

(s-t) (1-r2) Ip(z) I
~

where p(z) = (l+tUJ(z»!(l-i-sUJ(z». Since g(z)=l!z+L;a"z"EX*(r), it
n==O

is known [2] that

(2. 7) R {- zg'(z) } > 1+1r 1=2-1
e g(z) - 1+r ' r.

Combining (2. 6) and (2. 7) we obtain

(2.8) Re {- zf' (z) } ~ 1+1r + s+t __1 _ {Re (sp (z) + t )
fez) 1+r s-t s-t p(z)

r2 Isp(z)-tI 2 -11-P(Z) 1
2 }+--'----'--"--f-----==--,---'-7'--c--~--"--'--

(1-r 2 ) Ip(z) I .
Put p(z) = Rei8 and denote the right hand side of (2.8) by J(R,O). Then
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(2.9)

where

J(R,O)
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1+lr + s+t __I_{(sR+-t_)CosO:
I+r s-t s-t R

+ (I-s2,-2) (d2-a2 - R2+2aR cos 0) }
Cl-r2)R '

Now

a
I-str2
1-s2,-2' d

(s-t)r
I-s2r2

(2.10)

where

oJ(R,O)
00

N(R)sin(J
s-t

N(R) =sR+_t_+ (I- s2r2)2a
R I-r2

~ _ (R+_I )+2a( I- s2r 2 )
R I-r2

for all s,t (-Ist<ssI).
The minimum of

_(R+_1 )+2a( I- s2r2 )
R l-'rZ

a-dsRsa+d, is attained at either R=a+d or R=a-d and it is easy to
check that the values of this expsession at R=a-d or R=a+d are both
non-negative. Thus N(R) >0 for all s, t satisfying -lst<ssl; and
therefore it follows from (2.10) that the minimum of J(R,O) is attained
at 0=0. Setting (1=0 in (2.9) we get

(2.11) J(R)==J(R,O) 1+lr + s+t. __1_ {.(s- I- s2r 2 )R
1+r $-t: s-t I-r2

+ (t- I-t2r2 )R-l+ 2(1-st,-2) }.
I-r2 I-r2

which yields

dJ(R) __1_ {(s- I- s2r2 ) __1 (t- I-t2r?' )}.
dR s-t I-r2 R2 I-r2 ,

We see that the absolute minimum of J(R) occurs at the point

(2.12) R
1
={ (I-t)(I+tr2) }l/2

(I-s) (1+sr2)

and the minimum value of J(R) is given by

(2.13) J(RJ 1+lr + s+t _ 2(I-str2)
1+r s-t (s-t) (I-r2)

+ 2"'; (I-s) (I-t) Cl+sr2) (1 +tr2)

(s-t) (l-r2)
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for -l:5t<s<l, -1:51<1.
Next, we can check that RI>a-d but RI may not always be less than

a+d. For the case when RI $. [a-d, a+d], the absolute minimum of J(R)
on the segment [a-d, a+d] occurs at

(2. 14) Rz=a+d= I-tr
l-sr

and the minimum value is given by

(2.15) J(Rz) = 1+Ir (s-t)r
1+r (l-sr) (l-tr)

for -1:5t<s:51 and -1:5/<1. The two minima given by (2.13) and
(2. 15) coincide for such values of s, t (-1 :5t<s<l) for which

(2. 16) RI = Rz•

The inequality (2.1) follows from (2.13) and (2.15). Furthermore (2.2)
is obtained from (2. 15) on fixing s= 1. This completes the proof of the
theorem.

For the sharpness of (2.2) and the second inequality in (2.1), we choose

(2.17) fez) = ~ -tz g(z)
-sz

with
g(z)= (I+z)(H)

Z

for -1::;;t<s:51, -1::;;/<1 and zEE. The equality SIgn In the first
inequality in (2. 1) occurs for the function

(2.18) fez) l-(I+t)bz+tz
Z

g(.-)
1- (1 +s)bz+szz -

for g given above, -l::;;t<s<l, -1::;;/<1, zEE and b is determined by
the equation

(2.19) 1- (1 +t)br+trZ

1- (I +s)br+srz

=
THEOREM 2. Let f(z)=1/z+L: anzn belongs to rr(a, (3), with g(z)=1/z

n=O

=+L: bzznEI*(r). Let s, t, I, RI and R z are as given in the statement of
n=O

Theorem 1. Let ro=ro(s, t) be the unique positive root in (0,1] of the
equation

(2.20) str4 -2str3+ (2(s+t) -1-st)rZ-2r+l=0.

Then, we have the following:
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(i) for O:::;;r:::;;ro, f is starlike in Izl <rh where r1 is the smallest positive
root in (0, 1) of the equation

(2.21) {(I +l2) (s-t) +2l(s(1-t) +t(l-s»} r4 -2(1-l) {2st-s(1 +l)
-t(I-l)} r3+ {(I-l) 2(S-t) -4(I-s) (t-l)} r2

+4(1-s) (l-l)r-4(1-s) =0, R 1:::;;R2, (S=1=I)

(ii) for ro :::;;r<l, f is starlike in Iz I <r2' where r2 is the smallest positive
root in (0,1) of the equation

(2.22) stlr3+ {s(I+t) +3t-l(s+t)} r2+ (l-2s)r+1=0, R1~R2'

Further.1!Wre, if s=1, then f is starlike in 0< Iz I<r3' where r3 is the smallest
positive root in (0, 1) of the equation

(2.23) tlr3+ ((2t-1) - (1+t)l)r2- (2-l)r+ 1=0.

All these bounds are sharp with the extremal function given in Theorem 1.

Proof. In view of (2. 1), the radii of starlikeness for the functions in
the class Fr(a, (j), aE [0,1), fiE (0, IJ can be determined from the following
equations;

(2.24) 1+lr + s+t _ 2(1-str2)
1+r s-t (s-t) (1-r2)

+ 2..;' (I-s) (l-t) (1 +sr2) (1 +tr2)
. (s-t) (1-r2)

o
if R1 :::;;R2, and

(2.25) (1+lr) (l-sr) (l-tr) - (s-t)r(l +r) =0

if R1~R2' Equations (2.24) and (2.25) reduce, respectively, to the
equations (2.21) and (2.22). The equation R1=R2 yields the equation
(2.20). Further, s=l in the equation (2.22) gives (2.23). This completes
the proof of the theorem.

3. Some Applications

The case s=l, t=2a-1 in the preceding theorem has been covered by
Padmanabhan [2J. Putting t=-l=l in (2.23) we get the equation r3-3r2

-3r+1=0 which yields r=2- ..;'3=0.268···. Thus we get the following
result.

00

COROLLARY 1. If fez) =1/z+ I: anzn belongs to F(O) with gEZ*(O), then
n=O

f is starlike in 1z I<2- ";3. The bound is sharp with the extremal function

f(z)= (1+z)3
z(l-z)
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Replacing s by 0 and t by -/3 in Theorem 2 we easily obtain the following
result.

00

COROLLARY 2. Let fez) =1/z+ L; anzn be analytic in Eo. If f satisfies the
,.=0

condition

I ~~:~ -11</3, (0</3~1)
for some gE:E*(r) and for all zEE, then we have the following:
(i) If /3'2./30' where /30 is the smallest positive root of

2r2/32-2/3(2r2+r+1) +3-4r2=0,
then f is univalent and starlike in

2
O<lzl< .v{(2r-1)2+8/3(2-r)}-(2r-1) ,

(ii) and if /3~/30, f is starlike in 0< Iz I<r2' where r2 is the smallest positive
root of the equation

/3(1-r)2r4-2(1-r)2/3r3+/3(r2+6r-2)r2+2(1-r)r-1=0.
All these bounds in Iz I are sharp,

For s=1-2a and l=-l=t, Theorem 2 gives the following result.

~

COROLLARY 3. Let fez) =l/z+ L; anzn be analytic in Eo. Let fEAO(a),
n=O

and let ro be the unique positive root in (0,1] of the equation

(2a-1)r3 -3(2a-l)r2-3r+1=0.
Then
(i) for 0~ r~ ro, f is starlike in Iz I<rh where r1 is the smallest positive
root of the equation

2(1-a)r4-4(3a-l)r3+2(3a+ 1)r2 +8ar-8a=0,
(ii) and for ro~ r<l, f is starlike in 0< Iz I<r2' where

1

These bounds are sharp.

Our next result is obtained from Theorem 2 on the replacement of s by
(0-1)/0, (0)1/2), t and 1 by-I.

00

COROLLARY 4. Let fez) =1/z+ L; anzn be analytic in Eo. Let fE GO (0) and
n=O

let ro be the unique positive root in (0, 1] of the equation
-qr4+2qr3 -3(1-q)r2-2r+1=0.

Then
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(i) for:O ::;;"1' ::;;'1'0. f i-s :Starlike in Iz I <1'10 where 1'1 ,i-s the smallest positive
root of the equation

(1 +q)r4+4qr3+ (5-3q)r2+4(1-q)r-4(1-q) =0.
{ii) rand /01' 1'0::;;'1'<1. fis starlike in

1
O<lzl< q+ V«q+1)2-l)

where q=1-1/o. These bounds are sharp.

Finally. we remark that the radii of starlikeness for the functions in the
class rr«. {J can be obtained from Theorem 2 by replaCing s by /3. t 'by
/3(2a-l).

The authors are grateful to the referee for his helpful comments and
suggestiom.
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